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In CoffeeScript, functions are first-class objects,
and can have properties and methods just like
any other object. In fact, they even support
iterators and selector functions like Array. This
means they can be treated as a sort of
collection: Array, Array.from, map, filter, find,
findOne, findAll. They also support mathematical
operations as indexing: Array(5).find(x => x >=
5) 2. Note that however bizarre this syntax may
seem, it is more performant than both
Array.indexOf and Array.lastIndexOf. Before
CoffeeScript 2, you had to use the --output
filename flag to have CoffeeScript save the
source and compiled JavaScript to a file. The file
was then included in your program. CoffeeScript
2 adds the ability to output code to the standard
output stream, so you no longer need to worry
about saving the output to a file. CoffeeScript 1.x
allowed you to use functions with statements
when you wanted to return early. Unfortunately,
such functions were compiled into JavaScript that
returned null. CoffeeScript 2 only converts return
statements into return null; when the return is
part of the source of a top level function
declaration, but not when it is a statement within
a function. CoffeeScript 1.x allowed you to assign
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to variables inside methods. While that mostly
worked, there were some cases where it did not
compile correctly. CoffeeScript 2 fixes these
cases so you dont need to worry about it any
more.
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